Maggy Simony: Bridge Crusader
Sociable and serious bridge – can they grow together?
BY AL LEVY

Maggy Simony is an author and blogger who is on a one-woman campaign
to re-popularize “sociable” bridge.
After almost two years of email
correspondence, exchanging ideas on
promoting bridge, sociable and serious
bridge finally met. I had the pleasure of
visiting Maggy at her Cape Canaveral
FL home in early March. In recognition of Maggy’s good works in promoting bridge, I presented her with ACBL’s
Golden Age Master certificate.
The commendation, says Maggy,
“made my day ... my year, if I think
about it. What a neat thing for a bridge
player who has yet to adopt the weak
two-bid and is rules resistant, preferring to wing it when playing bridge. It
is all the motivation I need to blog for
another year.”
The 94-year-old adds, “At this age –
good as I basically feel – feedback from
others is important to maintain an
upbeat attitude day after day.”
In 2009, Maggy wrote and published
a wonderful book, “Bridge Table or
What’s Trump Anyway? An Affectionate Look Back at Sociable Bridge &
Ladies Lunch.” She sees “sociable”
bridge as a kinder, gentler form of the
game. “Because social bridge is a standard bridge term and can sometimes be
quite serious, I have adopted the term
sociable for ladies-only bridge, with
lunch or other food.”
The well-researched book chronicles
the evolution of bridge in popular culture beginning in the 1920s, when contract bridge replaced whist and auction
bridge. The game was in its heyday, and
with the right marketing strategies,
Maggy thinks we can get there again.
The book received rave reviews from
bridge players all over the world. On
Feb. 29, 2012, a Wall Street Journal
article by Lucette Lagnado featured the

passionate crusader’s efforts to make
bridge more popular
to the masses.
Lagnado’s article quotes David
Scott, a professor
of leisure studies
at Texas A&M who
did his doctorate
thesis on bridge.
Scott calls Maggy “a
lay anthropologist
who has unearthed
relics of an era when
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